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CITY COPS CLAIM
CAR THEFTSFiveDOWN
Cars Stolen Here;
Phelps, '59,
Heads Show

Other Incidents Affect
Bookstore, Few Coeds

As Emcee
Ticket Sales Begin
Jan. 28 in 'Chief

'Rose Bowl'

Don Phelps, '59, will be master of ceremonies at the Homecoming Variety Show, Feb. 1, at
8 p.m., in Pigott Auditorium.
Phelps will also sing a few numbers, said show chairman Don

Blame Placed
On Teenagers

police statistics show
thefts for November, 1959,
were fewer than in November,
1958. But, five cars were restolen from the S.U. camDoub.
recent
Tickets will go on sale in the
The "Rose Bowl Plague," an pus September, themonths.
bookstore
In
75
cents
Jan.
28
for
of
New
Year's
Chieftain
the
aftermath
$471 worth of
was
robbed
of
$1
for
nonper student and
Day game, has failed to materecent instudents, according to Charlotte
rializeinto epidemic proportions. merchandise. Other
near the campus include
Belmont. The ticket sales chairDr. R. T. Ravenholt, epidemiolo- cidents
gist of the Seattle-King County the chasing of coeds and purseman added that the dance pro$3.50
for
grams will be sold
Public Health Department, feelsI snatchings. been stolen from
Cars have
starting Jan. 28.
there are no apparent signs of
the following since October:
in
the
large
epidemic
a
scale
CAN-CAN GIRLS
Bill Dodeward, Tom Marinkocity.
vich, Tim Cousins, the Jesuit
The can-can girls from the
The department has treated faculty and Bob Bouse. The
Fall Variety Show will do a
W, ;
15
students
from
the
U
of
the special
new "routine, and Chorale,
according to Dr. Ravenholt. \ first three were found near 23rd
unEastMadison.
group of the S.U.
Fourteen of these students were and
der the direction of Carl Pitzer,
spectators returning from the
JOYRIDERS BLAiMED
will sing.
Pasadena area and one was from Officer John Dermody, of the
severalbarberpromises
Doub
New York.
police public relations office,
shop quartet groups in addition
school
elementary
An
teacher
said 84 per cent of the city's car
to a pantomime by Carl Forswho attended the Rose Bowl thefts can be accounted for by
berg and Betty Caraway, who
game taught one day of school teenage joyriders on the prowl.
also performed in the fall show.
suffering from influenza. In the
Dermody said that if people
BOOKSTORE PILFERING EXPENSIVE
few days, nine of her 26 would lock car doors and winSILENT MOVIE
next
o(ifi—
/"«'■
i/ihi
tiamixh
silo"*
ton
J.V""
approtfmatvty
ft
students caught the respiratory dows, and take the keys from
The "biggest" part of the show
bi/ //ft- Boott9tore from ittiait ttu its.
illness.
the ignition, there would be
will be the approximately 20mimitesilent movie, filmed last
15 S.U. CASES
fewer thefts.
Sunday in the Blue Banjo. The
Fifteen S.U. students have reBOOKSTORE SUFFERS
Soon
plot concerns a gold strike in
ported,flu cases to the student
Mrs.
Genevieve Weston, bookAlaska near the turn of the cenhealth center. Three of these store director, mentioned the
tury and takes place in a saloon.
were in the California area over $471 merchandise robbery in
Starring in the film are Mary
the holidays.
September. She added that ten
Vitzthum, Jay Brower, Ed Barr,
Marilyn Hazen, R.N. of the times this amount is lost yearly
Mary Noel Keough, Tony Simcenter,
student health
has this from petty shoplifting. Many
hauser, Jerry Lavell and Karl
preventive advice: Dress warm- of the stolen things are engiby
Bill
It
was
directed
Klee.
ly, eat three meals a day and neering items, she said.
Taylor, '57. Don Doub will acget plenty of rest.
for
ASSU
and
Filing
dates
Mrs. Weston added
company on the piano.
— that the
Candidates for class offices
bookstore loss here although
Setting of the entire show will AWS offices have been set for and Student Senate will file on
$4,000 to $5,000 annually
about
— is one-fifth
be an old-time Alaska saloon, Feb. 23, 24, 25, according to April 25, 26, 27. Primaries for
'Spee'
that of the naImitates
SigDoub said. Members of Mu
Chuck Schmitz, 2nd vice-presi- these positions are scheduled for
tional averagefor college stores.
ma are assisting on props, cos- dent. Those planning to run for May 5, and final elections will
The most recent incident of
Hearst Paper
tumes and make-up.
student body offices should pro- be May 12.
coeds being chased occurred
The S.U. Spectator appears Saturday night after the Idaho
cure forms in the ASSU office.
this week as a carbon copy of game. Mary Ellen McGill and
Primary elections will be
the San Francisco Daily Ex- Sandra Rieck stepped from the
March 3 and the final voting will
aminer. TheExaminer was the bus at Summit and Madison,
take place on March 10.
first Hearst newspaper in the and were chased by rock-throwpending change by
Storm Warning to Drivers Due to a board,
United States, founded in 1865 ing teenage boys.
the election
a list of qualas the Evening Examiner.
ifications was not available.
POLICE WANT REPORT
Those needing information reJust as last week we exChecked tablecloths and soft
garding specific positions should candlelight, with the aroma of plained our front page carOfficer Dermody said any
spicy pizza filtering through the toon due to the Chicago Trib- such incident should be reported
inquire in the ASSU office.
air, will set the mood for the une's political allegiance, this immediately to the police. He
Intercollegiate Knights' Pizza week we attribute our stress said any timea person is frighttonight from 9 p.m. to of the sensational to the l\\- ened into running, there is a
Sunday Movie Prance
midnight in the Chieftain ain"hut's tendency to sensa- disturbance of the peace. He
tionalize and play up news of said that unless the police know
"Sayonara" will be the Sun- lounge.
The Twilighters will provide relatively small importance. of such incidents, they cannot
day movie sponsored by the Ski
preventa re-occurence.
club at 7:30 p.m. in Pigott audi- music for dancing, state Tom
Hamilton and Don Foran, cotorium.
In addition two ski movies
will chairmen.
'
Serving a wide variety of
Ibe shown and the S.l ski queen
meatless pizzas, selling for 60
will
queen
beintroduced.
The
ski
"''
' ''
70 cents and 75 cents, in
';«?
I:'yX':
l.. ::": -" \ ;-:
''?: '■■;. jwill be the school's entry for cents,
queenof thePortlandState Win- the Roma Room, will be Mary
Barnhart, Janice Young, Classified
3
Good Neighbor
5
ter Carnival at Mt. Hood, Feb. Lou
Barbara Bruce and Virginia Editorial
4 Photo Pag©
8
28 and 29.
Pryor.
Feature Page
5 Sports
6-7

Seattle
auto
Influenza
No Epidemic portedarea in

FUint/s

Primary Dates For
Elections Scheduled

'Examiner,' Pg. 1

IK's to Feature
Meatless Pizza
In Dance Tonight

S.F. GAMBLER SLAIN
IN HIVADA MYSTERY
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S. F. Examiner

Enrollment for

Winter Quarter
Shows Decrease

S.U. To Offer TV
Insurance Course

Marines To Interview
Officer Applicants

A televised lecture course on
The Marine Officer Selection
Accident and Health Insurance
headed by Capt. R. D.
team,
will be offered for credit durMickelson, will be on campus
Unofficial registration figuresing spring quarter by S.U.
for the winter quarter show The course, taught by Mr. Jan. 27 and 28 to interview apFirst of the Hearst papers,
The San Francisco Examiner, 2,198 enrolled in day classes and Vincent Bammert, willstudy the plicants for the officer programs
The San Francisco Examiner
calls itself "The Monarch of the one of the few consistently pro- 780 in late afternoon and eve-nature, uses, and scope of mod- of the United States Marine
ern insurance against the seriDailies." The paper began after fitable papers in the chain, had ning classes.
Corps.
a :iot but only achieved promin- a daily circulation of 254,000 in Miss Mary Alice Lee, regis- ous hazards of accident and
trar,
said the total in the day sickness.
The interview team will be loence after WilliamR. Hearst had 1958.
classes is 101 fewer than in the Registration for the three- cated in the Chieftain to
been expelled from Harvard.
answer
fall quarter this year, and 73 hour course will be March 25
It was founded as the Evening
students' questions.
fewer
I
to
than
in
winter
from
1
4
and
6:30
quarter
p.m.,
to
Examiner in 1865 by William
last year. She said the drop in j8 p.m. and March 26 from 9
IMoss whose copperhead paper
late afternoon classes was 271 a.m. to noon, and 1 p.m. to 4
had been destroyed by a mob
as compared with fall quarter p.m.
Nurses Elect Officers
when news of Lincoln's assassinthis year, and 73 compared with I
ation reached San Francisco.
The S.U. school of nursing,
winter quarter last year.
Scientist to Speak
Providence Hospital Clinical
Moss' paper passed through
The registrar said the total The Rev. Gustav Scherz, Unit, elected officers last week.
several hands until George
Hearst (of silver, gold and cop- Stan Patty, Seattle Times re- enrollment was lower than in C.SS.R., an historian of science, They are: Angela di Julio, presper mine wealth) bought it for porter, will talk on foreign re- the past few years. Although will speak here on one of the ident; Marilyn Hyland, vice
political purposes. He became a porting Jan. 26 in the Pigott her office has not completed a greatest Danish scientists, Nico- president; Sharon Talbot, secreU. S. senator in 1887.
break-down on the figures, she laus Steno. The talk will be at tary, Clara Ann Harvey, treasbldg.
Patty spent seven months last thought the drop was greatest 7:30 p.m., Monday, in Pigott urer; Miriam Michael, social
Son William, expelled in 1885,
Auditorium.
chairman.
studied Pulitzer's successful year in the Far East touring 14 among non-resident students.
paper in New York. In 1887, countries. He wrote over 100
George turned over th c San articles for the Times during
Francisco paper to William R. the trip. Most of th c reports
Hearst. With Pulitzer's formula centered on the political situaof sensationalism, and with the tion in the areas Patty was
family —fortune, Hearst's paper studying.
boomed it claimed a 60,000 cir- His talk will be the third in
culation in 1893.
a series sponsored by the UniIn 1895, Hearst moved into versity on "The Newspaper ToNew York, bought the Journal, day
as seen by those who
fought with Pulitzer for circula- put it out."
tion by cheap sensationalism. Last Tuesday, Ed Guthman,
The plague of "Yellow Journal- Pulitzer-Prize-winning
i
reporter
ism" struck New York.
from the Times, spoke on "Depth
Hearst, who started with the Reporting." The series will conSan Francisco Examiner, began Itinue each Tuesday until March
his famous chain of newspapers. 15. The public is invited.
He bought or established 42
Patty told The Spectator he
dailies, plus other ventures. To- will answer any of the students'
day the Hearst papers number questions on the life of a foreign
14, among which is the Seattle! reporter, and on the background
P.I.
needed by a foreign reporter.
HL Sfc
JH
.^K*»<
A

First Hearst Daily

Int'l. News
Coverage
Topic Tues.

DUAL FILTER DOES IT!
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LET BEAUTY GO TO YOUR HEAD
Specialists in YouthfulHair Styling
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Look Your Best

EAst 4-4778

—

Be Well Pressed

give

5 Point Cleaners
the

COLLEGE
TEST
—

Easy to Find Just Across the Street!
FACULTY and STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1000 E. Madison
EA 4-4112
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ROUND UP THE GANG
and Head On Down
POPULAR NiU. PR.CS

to

Hamburgers

Cheeseburgers

LOADS OF PARKING
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19c
24c

"Town's Best" Fries lie
Hand Dipped Malts 21c
Cold Drinks (12 oz.) 10c
Sunc aes
c
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Filters as no single filter can

DICK'S DRIVE-IN
INSTANT SERVICE

DUALrareR

"^ I

"

fOr mild, full flavor!

mmmmmm.

i\

Here's how theDual Filter does it:
2\
1. It combines a unique inner filter of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL...
PJiily Proved to make the smoke of a cigarette mild and smooth

deft

2. with an efficient pure white outer filter. Together they bring you the
real thing in mildness and fine tobacco taste!

11 a.m. to

2 a.m.

On Broadway Between Denny and Olive Way
On East 45th at Ist N.E. (University Way)
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Next Friday Dance
To Be "Last Chance"
Dance,"

CLASSIFIED

DANCE to the music of Ronny
The "Last Chance
Pierce Orchestra. "You name it
the last mixer before the Homewe've got it." EM 2-7139 or EM
coming Dance will be Jan. 29 in
3-6600.
the Chieftain Lounge from 8:30
p.m. until midnight. The Mar- ARCHIE Kyle and his orchestra,
"The Smoothest Music in Town."
keting Club's display entry will
LAkeview 3-3300.
be the "Last Chance Saloon"
downstairs in the Chieftain. Re- MUSIC for your dance? Call the
freshments will be on sale there.
Serenaders. Don Keeney. EA
Al Rinaldi and his four-piece
5-2433.
acmusic,
provide
combo will
cording to chairman Judy Vei- ROOM AND BOARD; $20 per week,
gel. Admission will be 50 cents $80 per month; meals; 721 Ninth
Avenue; MU 2-8543.
per person.

raMMi InIftiu fA
G
I

-

SALE

Reg. $1 ea.
DOLLS

TOMMIES
Reg.

Three presidential appointees were approvedby the Student Senate at their Sunday
meeting. Another appointment by ASSU
president Sam Brown will be made before
next week's meeting to fill a senior vacancy.
Chosen were freshmen Ann McQuarrie and
Bob Burnham and junior Greg Barlow.
In another appointment, Richard Quinn
was accepted as Elections Board coordinator.
Senator Gregg Lowe moved that the Senate approve the establishment of a committee to work out details of a Student Control
board, since the administration has deleted
student members from two former facultystudent committees.
Lowe said that the students should have
minor control over such matters as parking
infractions, infractions of administration policy by students and non-compliance with Senate regulations.
The motion carried and Lowe with Senators Anderson and Penne were appointed as
an establishing committeeby ASSU first vice
president Larry Donohue, who presided at
the meeting.
An amended motion by Senator Jim Har-

Official Notices

...
FLANNEL BABY
$6.25 ..
$3.95 ..
32-34-36
Anklets 3 pr. $2.00

Senate Approves Presidential Appointees,
To Inaugurate Student Control Board

Size

1219 MADISON
\A/I1 CAKI'C
O Near Campus & Marycrest

SWIL9UIX

For Your Convenience. We Gift Wrap and Mail Gifts

Students who have INCOMPLETES from
full quarter 195H must officially remove
the I grade by Feb. 4, 1960.
Obtain the incomplete removal card
from the Registrar, pay the removal fee at
the Treasurer's office, complete the class
work and submit the removal card to your
instructor: The instructor will enter the
prade and return the card to the Registrar,
INCOMPLETE REMOVAL CARDS
HEARING THE GRADE EARNED WILL
NOT BE ACCEPTED FROM STUDENTS,
To be official the incomplete card is to
be on file? in the Reßistrar's office by Feb.
4 or the grade of 'E' will automatically be
entered on the student's record.
Registrar

nish that the Senate agenda be postedprior to
each weekly meeting was unanimously accepted.
Student Counsel Mike Ritch made a report
on his investigationof the Alpha Phi Omega
following a charge by the Senate that the club
had violated procedures of the Activities,
Financial and Publicity committees of the

ASSU.

The service group pleaded guilty to the
charge of not acquiring funds to pay for a
dance band through the treasurer's office. The
Senate voted down a suggestion for a verbal
reprimand and denialof calendar datesfor the
rest of the school year if the violations were
repeated.
The Senate voted to drop S.U. membership
in the Evergreen Conference Student association after an investigation of the organization.
It was brought out by the investigation and
by ECSA voting delegate Larry Goodman
that the group did not offer to the school
enough for the funds expended.
Approved was a proposal that next year's
ASSU president be sent as a delegate to the
Pacific Student President's association convention in Arizona.

Armstrong to Head
Sports for Annual

Connolly and Hoare
Win Speech Laurels

Jack Armstrong, sophomoreI ' Terry Connollyand Mary An
from Seattle, has recently been Hoare, S.U. sophomores, coppe^
appointed to the vacant positionI laurels in the 11th annualNorth
}f sports editor of the Aegis, west Invitational Speech Tou.according to S is t er Melanie, nament held Friday and Satu-.
U.S.J., yearbook editor.
day at Seattle Pacific College.
Terry was awarded the firs
Consult bulletin hoards or your copy of place trophy in Dramatic anc
he winter quarter I960 class schedule for
InterpretativeReading and Mary
leHdline dates for official withdrawals.
The last date to withdraw with a grade ' Ann placed second in both E.\
)f "W Is Feb. 4. I960. The last date to
vithdraw (grade of. TW'I officially is temporaneous and Impromptu
tfarch .'i. No withdrawals are permitted ;
ifter March .'!. A grade of EW which is Speaking.
romputcd as an 'E' In your grade point
Other participants representiverage will be entered on records of stuing S.U. were Ed Antonelli, Joe
lenta who do not withdraw officially.
Withdrawals are official when the stu- ; Deloy, Larry Faulk and Dare
tent files the approved withdrawal card Moore.
vith the Registrar's office and pays the
The two-day event attracted
withdrawal fee t.Sl for each course) at
he Treasurers office by 4:.'tO p.m. of the 225 coaches and contestants
ast withdrawal date. Cards or fees will I
from 16 colleges and universilot tie accepted after the deadline.
I1 ties in Washington and Oregon.
Registrar

-
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VIRGIN DIAMONDS
Precision-Cut for Maximum Brilliance

For ENGAGEMENT RINGS

SPECIAL DISCOUNT TO SEATTLE U STUDENTS
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SpeciaJiz^ framing
Pro*«»n, graduate
study
assignment

I

512 Broadway No.

j
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receive assignmentsin design and development
of radar, airborne electronics, computers,
missile electronics,television, radio and other
equipment fields, as well as in electron tubes,
semiconductor materials and devices, and
space electronics.
Your experience or advanced education may
point your way to direct assignment. Dozens
o f RCA engineering fields lie open to the man
who's thoroughly acquainted with the direc(jOn lie wants to take and whosequalifications
lis Putl>
lliln
"Pc
There's a lot more that's extremely liilercslina
about anRCA engineering career. You should
have these facts to make a wise decision about
your future. Get them in person very soon
when an RCA engineering management
repre—
sentative arrives on campus

""

Dry Cleaning Machine

MASTER CLEANERS

'" -

February 2
Right now, see your placement officer. Get squared
away on a specific time for your internew. And get
your copies of the brochures that also help tofill you in
on the RCA picture. Ifyou re tied up uhen RCA's
representative is here, send a resume to the address
mown at right:

EAst 4-4410

Serving S.U. More than 10 Years

... As an RCA Engineer

...

Silverware
Diamonds
Watches
Conveniently Located in Our Own New Building
Out of the High Rent District

Discounts to Seattle U Students and Faculty

"HBP"*

Receive your MS in EleclnVal Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering or Physics at RCVs
expense, through the RCA Graduate Study
Program. At the same time, you're beginning
your RCA career as an engineer on a fully
professional level, getting a head start in the
field you prefer. RCA pays the lull cost of
your 'tuition. I'eps and approved texts while
you take graduate study part-time al the Univertity of Pennsylvania, Rutgers University
or the University of California at Los Angeles.
Or. you may prefer a different path ahead
RCA Design and Development Specialized
Training. Here is another of RCA'I prograins for careers, in which you begin by
working full-lime onplanned technical assignmenls. Experienced engineers and interested
management guide your progress. You may

FRANK KIEFNER
JEWELERS
-

Mr" Robert Haklisch. Manager
College Relations, Dept. CH-2
Radio Corpotation of America
Camden 2, N. J.
SVS
V

-/s^">^
—

...

KNITS and FORMALS a SPECIALTY

First in Seattle
1209 MADISON

SEATTLE'S ORIGINAL

the Amazing PERMAC
MAin 4-6636

RELAXED HYSTERIA NIGHTLY

SKID-ROAD JAZZ
the most informal atmosphere in town

\c!feK?"!S&/

Tomorrowis here today at RCA

/p7sj|\

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA

Petes Poop -Deck

77 Main St.

"Hear counsel, and accept instruction, that
you may be wise in the days to come."

U.
Seattle Spectator
TRUTH, JUSTICE

4

Proverbs19:20.
The text is chosen by Rev. Louis A. Sauvain,
S.J., student chaplain, Seattle University.

PUBUC SZWCC
FRIDAY,

JAN. 22, 1960

New Resolution

THE

At this late date, we presume most New

CITY

Year's resolutions have receded somewhere
back into the depths of your grey matter
and been conveniently forgotten.
Solution in point. We propose you make

IIv Al Krebs

a new one.

If your 21st birthday anniversary has been
"well-met" and "duly-celebrated," you are,
according to UnitedStates law, a legal voter,
a statistic who marks small X's on a ballot
sheet and who owns a fragmentary share of
"public opinion"stock.
You may be an ignorant voter, but you
Therestill don't lose your shares of stock
inlies the tragedy.
If you are not yet 21, you may be nearing
that age. You should be preparing for it
and in that we do not mean "What is the best
brandof champagne" preparing. —
A request will be made here a request
that you accept adult status and do some research in, or at least keep abreast of, current
affairs, political candidates, and major political issues. Know for whom, and for what you
willbe voting.
Current affairs is a vast subject. It is well
presented, flashed before, spoken about and
printed before us every day. But do you know
how far you may be behind if you haven't
assimilated any of it in the last 21 years?
Well, we'd say about 21 years behind, like
A, or
7,665 days behind. If we were even y2, I
1/100 that negligent in college reading or assignments, we'd be slipping quietly out the
back door of the University, "upon request of
the Administration."
Our contention, if not already clear, is
this: Rather than hearing a college student
Would it not
say: "I voted; Did you?"
be of greater credit to him, could he say: "I
voted intelligently...'"!

...

...

.. .

WILL HE GET IT?

Congressional Scene

Session Underway

By MILT FURNESS
Educated guesses about
receipt
With the
of President Eisenhower's budget mes- what form any civil-rights legsage Monday, the second ses- islation might take range from
sion of the 86th Congress is a Constitutional amendment to
settling down to work while a luke-warmbill, the main conthe Nation watches a political cern being a guarantee of the
Donohue Replies
right to vote.
arena centered in the Senate.
To the Spectator:
The money message containEisenhower's State of the
Inreply to the author of Quorum-less:
ed Eisenhower's proposal for a Union message avoided any
Sunday's meeting supposedly confirmed $79.8 billion spending program mention of labor legisation
the anonymous writer's suspicion
"that and includes hopes for a $4.2 since the steel strike had just
this year's Senate body is an all-obeying ser- billion surplus, the largest been settled, but the possibility
vant of the executive branch's head man." since 1948.
exists of some strengthening of
Since there was no quorum and hence no
the Taft-Hartley law as remeeting, Ifail to see how the writer can
Generally,the President sug- gards labor disputes that afarrive at a conclusion concerning Senate ac- gested the following points for fect the public welfare.
tivity from observing an informal gathering the fiscal year ending June 30,
The Democrats willprobably
that could not purport to be a Senate session. 1961: No general tax cut in
Regarding the second paragraph in which 1960; a half-cent raise in gaso- try to cut foreign aid recomthe writer said that only a few of this year's line tax ;a raise in postal rates, mendations to show they are
bills have been proposed by the Senators, I to five cents an ounce for first better economizers than the
offer these figures: The Senators have pro- class mail and eight cents for President.
posed and passed 13 original bills, whilePres- airmail; doubled spending in
With Nixon a virtual shoo-in
ident Brownproposed four original 'bills. The the space program; a $41 bil- for the GOP presidential nomhighbudget;
lion
defense
and
other bills that Brown has proposed were
ination, the Republicans' probpresidential appointments that only he can er outlays in farm-price sup- lem is to find a running mate.
ports, veterans' benefits and
make.
Names being mentioned inIt is true as the writer states in the fourth interest on the public debt.
clude Representative Charles
paragraph that the bill to give Fr. Rebhahn
Members of both parties exand Fr. Gill speakingprivileges in the Senate pressed doubt that a surplus A. Halleck of Indiana, House
failed to override a presidential veto. At the will materialize. A Republican Minority Leader; Sen. Hugh
time of the veto, President Brown clearly spokesman said that any sur- Scott of Pennsylvania, former
stated the reasons for his opposition to the plus will depend on the action GOP national chairman; Sen.
bill. After due consideration by the Senators, of the Democratic-controlled Kenneth Keating of New York;
Henry Cabot Lodge, Ambassaa similar 'bill was passed on Dec. 13 and Congress.
dor to the United Nations and
signedby the president. The explanationthat
the writer gave concerning the failure to overIn view of the trident of Secretary of Labor James P.
ride the veto is shallow in the light of the presidential communications, Mitchell.
passage of the similar bill. Ibelieve that the election-year hesitancy to raise
The Democrats apparently
Senate showed a spirit of cooperation rather taxes and freedom with pork- are not concerned with the
than fear or inability.
barrel issues, and the quest for number-twoman until they deIconcur with the spirit of the last para- presidential and vice presiden- cide from at least five angraph in which the writer advocates that the tial candidates, what faces this nounced or unannounced but
Senate be more on the offensive. We should second semester Congress ?
available men:Senator Hubert
all strive to improve our performance in the
Humphrey of Minnesota, SenMajority
Assistant
Leader
respective roles of student government, but
ator Kennedy, Senator Stuart
at this time the accusation that the Senate Senator Mike Mansfield, Dem- Symington of Missouri, Senaocrat of Montana, says "We're
tor Lynden B. Johnson of Texis a ball of putty is a bit exaggerated.
going to start off witha bang." as and former Illinois GoverLarry Donohue
ASSU Ist Vice President
Mansfield outlined plans to nor AdlaiStevenson.
push through a school-aid bill,
With the exception of Symraise minimum wages and ington all have had a serious
start on civil-rights legislation. objection raised against them
within the party: Kennedy's
A bill is already in the hop- Catholicism; Humphrey's reTHE VeEKUES
MONARCH OF
gional appeal and relative obOfficial publication of the Associated Students of Seattle per from Senator Pat McNamara, Democrat of Michigan, scurity outside the mid-west;
University. Published weekly on Fridays during the school
year. Editorial and husiness offices at Student Hnion Building. 11th and Spring St., Seattle 22, Wash. Subscription to provide $1 billion in aid for
Johnson's regionality as a
during the next two southerner—he is considered
schools
rates 52.50 per year. Entered as third class matter.
—
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
WALLI ZIMMERMAN
years this in opposition to too "conservative"; Stevenson
Examiner Imitation Staff: Editor, Gene Esquivel;
Maureen Drisroll; Julie Driscoil; Carol Caviezel; Jim Moerthe administration's modest has been defeated twice in the
Keli; Margot Cooper: Jerry Hubhard; Al Krebs; Stan Stri$50 milliona year for the next presidential race.
cherz; Patti Weiler; Barbara Scherer. Artists: Bill Gallagher
five years.
& Gael Rafferty. Managing Editor, Milt Furness; News
With the four Democrats and
Editor. Jim Harnish; Feature Editor, Lori Mills: Sports Editor, Gene Esquivel; Advertising Manager, Bob Byrne; ExKennedy,
Republicans plus Nixon in
Senator
John
Demtwo
change Editor, Karen Bacheldcr; Editorial Adviser. Gail
ocrat from Massachusetts, has the Senate and Halleck in the
Delworth; Faculty Adviser. Fr. Francis Greene. S.J. Photography, Ed Chow. Ron Ibsen. Doug Sylvester, Dan Riley.
introduced legislation to in- House, the focus of the nation
Editorial Staff: Judy King, Jan Kelly, Carrie Berg. Pat
crease the minimumwagefrom will be on Capitol Hill prosFerris, Sharon Missiaen. Marion Kelley. Sue Hackett, Jan
$1 to $1.25 per hour and to in- pects this session rather than
Gunville, KHthy Corrigan. Joe Demo, John Morse, Joe PharPat Stoker. Mary
mer. Pat Ferris, Elsa Payne, Pat Monahan,
crease coverage to 10 million on the "grass-roots"candidates
Kay Bopp, Ann O'Sullivan. Jean Merlino, Box Lux, Tom
of the past convention years.
Marinkovich. Vinna Leahy.
more workers.

The Editor's Mail Box
. ..
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"They roared past
IN THE BEGINNING
the highpoint and opened up a great bay.
Half the bay was surrounded by steep bluffs
that left off suddenly, and the rest of it was
bordered by wet gray mud flats uncovered
by the outgoing tide
beyond the misty
ooze of the mud flats was the tremendous
unbroken forest, with the rain clouds sailing
past the great trees; about everything there
was the primeval look of a world at the beginning of time. At the head of the bay, mud
flats and marshy land and water and mist
were mixedup at the edge of the wet northern
jungle.
Then, looking ahead, up the Sound
Low saw a long, wooded point of land with a
gently sloping shore that thinned to nothing
where it met the exposed beach. It looked
like a point the Indians called "Smaquamox"
there should be the beginningof a city."

...

...

...

"

—

YOU'RE MUCH OLDER THAN I Circus

posters, old, tattered, out-of-date, flapping in
the wind on old, tattered, out-of-date buildings
S.U.s zig-zag engineeringbuilding,
former roost for a charm a city could illafford to lose, the Madison Street cable car.

...

.mud
. . Half-sunk
boat skeletons moored in the
flats of Portage Bay. .. . Traffic noises
providing the background music for the ballet

"

of Pioneer Square, the shiftless shuffle.

SIGHTS OF SOUND— The pink current of an
electricdawn.
A neat, proud row of American flags hovering over an equally proud
row of F & N flags in the early morning
breeze on Pine Street.
Post Street's thin,
winding, murky creek trickling down the
bricks, looking for all the world like a scene
from "Les Miserables."
Noontime's population explosion" along Fourth Avenue.
Harrassed motorists silently muttering to
themselves as a sleek, white sailboat passes in
front of them through upturned drawbridge
gates.
Seagulls screeching above the
many-armed visitor from Japan, tied quietly
to its berth on the waterfront.
One-way
lights across the bridge to the east.
Swinging gold as the "night people" converge
upon Yon's Deacon Jack and his fans.
A
hollow bang of the flag-pole hook on a quiet,
night-enshrouded college campus.

...

...
...

.. .

"

...

. .. . . .
...

OURS IS THE FUTURE— Steps leading to
nowhere along Lakeview Blvd.
White
majesty to the east and west, greeting churchgoers on a clear, winter Sunday morning.
An angry-faced totem pole staring at its reflection in the glass tomb of the new Norton
A new spiral staircase to the
Building.
stars (accommodating 3000 cars) at Third
Dead flowers, dead soldiers
and Stewart.
in marble turning their backs on the Public
Red-breastedwork-horses
Safety building
"Sea Witch" and "Sea Giant" moored together
Happy, shouton a quiet Sunday afternoon
ing, joking sailors walking up Pike Street.
The apathetic twitch of regular Wednesday
noontimers as the first wail begins to echo
through the conorete-and-glasscanyons of the
busy downtown streets.
(Acknowledgements to Archie Binns in
Northwest Passage.)
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Date Bait

Today
Women

PHOEBE BIRKENFELD (left) illustrates the method of

the physically and mentally handicapped children of the CCD Saturday morning classes to Arlene Ebner. The teachers try to show the children the relationship between God and their environment.

" teaching

Inside Tips On Where to Eat
By JUDY

fjET'Seat!"
These two tender words, spoken invariably
after a date, can mean one of two things:
Either the girl is starving to death and she
is trying to be a little subtle about it, or she
is starving to death and doesn't care how she
says it as long as her date gets the idea.
Her plaintiveplea is the boy's cue to let
her know somehow what he can afford, like
opening up his walletand counting his money
in front of her. No matter what method he
uses, the next step is to decide where to go.
Here are two ideas for interesting places
to go to eat something besides pizza and
hamburgers.
The LOS AMIGOS CAFE, located at 909
Pine Street across from the Paramount theater, has some of the best Mexican food in
town and is the perfect place to go after a
"casual-dress" date. The atmosphereis purely
American, but the food is as Mexican as
Tacos and Enchiladas can make it and the
prices are well within the range of any college
student— (if that's possible).
The menu ranges from short orders beginning at 35 cents (one Taco, Tostada or
Enchilada) to combination plates at $1.35,
which include just about everything. There is
also food to go, and last but not least, the
coffee is terrific.
For a "special dress-date"RUBY CHOW'S,

Coble Car Era Recalls
By CARRIEBERG
game. The 1890 cable car,
in" UUS aiiu
decked in purple and gold, was
the driving to us" is a familiar mounted on an automobile and
slogan advertising bus travel. operated by coeds. It rolled
s, through
If we were back in the 1890
the city streets playwe would be more likely to ing college tunes over a loud
hear, "Be on the right track speaker.
and take the cable car back."
Retired cable cars can still
We can picture ourselves
racing down the track at a be seen utilizedfor snackbars,
speedy 19 m.p.h. The gentle- swimmingpooldressing rooms,
man sitting in grandeur next and greenhouses.
to us would be tipping his hat
On the S.U. campus, the enas he passed the pretty girls. gineering building can be inThe problem of lost time in cluded
— in the history of cable
loading would be eliminated
cars for until 1940, it served
since passengers could swing as the Madison Street Cable
on and off easily, without ask- Barns. The building has, howing the driver to stop.
ever, been completely remodIn September, 1888, the first eled and engineering students
cable car, No. 13, appeared in cannot complain that their
Seattle. It was about 11 ft. classes were being held in a
22-passenger cable car barn.
7V., in. long (not including
fenders), and 6 ft. 5 in. wide,
weighing one and a half tons.
It seated 22 passengers and
carried 62 when crowded. A
large, brass, kerosene headlamp hung fore and aft and the
car was equipped with wheel
'and track brakes.
On March 12, 1932, the following headline appeared in
the Seattle Times: "Cable Cars
-Will Yield To Busses." This
was the beginningof cable car
degeneration.On July 21, 1938,
another headline appeared:
"James Street and Yesler Way
Cable Cars To Quit July 31."
Seattle residents looked
fondly on their old cable cars.
Some' even had been given
nicknames such as Car No.
443, known as "Old No. 1,"
"The Galloping Jallopi," or
"The Yesler Way Vagabond."
But people could not close their
eyes to fact. In 1939, figures
showed that cable cars were
running $87,694 in the red each
year. They showed a deficit of
24.69cfor every mile they ran.
A more economical means of
transportation had to be installed.
An Olympia resident, John
Mattman, came to Seattle in
1940 to ride the Yesler Cable's
last long mile. He wrote, "Back
in the 30's Iused to ride the
cables and got used to that peculiar rumble-bumble. In fact,
.after awhile Icould not sleep
well nights without the rum-

.

located at Broadway and Jefferson, has all
the atmosphere anyone could ask for, and is
one of the most famous Chinese restaurants
in the Northwest.
Visitors there are treated like honored
guests as they are escorted to the table by
petite Chinese girls dressed in authentic costumes. They are then presented with hot towels scented with Jasmine to wipe their hands
before and after eating. The plush red carpets
and delicate paper fiber Chinese lanterns
create an air of Oriental elegance.
In the first dining room, the main feature
is a large hand-embroidered
silk with the
—
Eight Immortals god of Happiness, Long
Life, Wealth, Wisdom and Beauty.
The third dining room is surrounded by
twelve niches containing large statues of the
twelve disciples of Buddha, and at the end of
room, another life-size statue of Kuan Yin,
everything on earth. Her 14 arms simueverything on earth. Her fourteen arms simulate the thousand arms of the original statue
and the waitresses are happy to tell you the
story of her origin.
The dinner menu contains everything from
barbecued pork to egg flower soup and mandarin duck. The prices range from $2.75 to $5
per person, but the dinner is well worth the
money.
So talk to your dates, girls, and plan a
really "different" eveningout.

Guild to Sponsor Movie
On Daily Life in Russia

Nostalgic Memories
WTP

KING

An explorer-adventurer-pho— Neil Douglas,
whose expeditions have taken
him around the world, will
present a film lecture, "Russia,
the New Face," Sunday at 3
p.m. in Pigott Auditorium. The
full-length color movieis sponsored by the S.U. Guild.
tographer

terferencefrom Soviet police.
The picture shows the "spectaculars" built by the Russians
to amaze the world, famous
landmarks and the everyday
life of the Soviet people everywhere except in Siberia.

These are the silver wings of a
U.S. Air Force Navigator. As a
It features inside shots of flying officer on the Aerospace
hydroelectricplants,steel mills, team, he has chosen a career-of
Douglas, the producer and factories, churches, coopera- leadership, a career that rias
narrator of the film, is a writer tive farms, markets, resorts, meaning, rewards and executive
and glaciologist, has contributed to the Encyclopedia Americana, and is listed in Who's
Who of Science.
To get the pictures for the
Russian movie, Douglas turned
down those offered by the Soviet government and filmedeach
phase of the movie, despite in-

and schools, including Moscow
University.
The film also includes 100 of
the finest ballet dancers in the
Soviet Union performing especially for Douglas. This portion features the authentic music to which the dancers perform.

Have a real cigarette-have a CAMEL
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The Aviation Cadet Program
is the gateway to this career. T<j
qualify for this rigorous and professional training, a high school
diplomais required;however, two
or more years of college are highly
desirable. Upon completionof the
programthe Air Force encourages
the new officer to earn his degree
so he can better handle the responsibilities of his position. This includes full pay and allowances
while taking off-duty courses under the Bootstrap education program. The Air Force will pay a
substantial part of all tuition costs.
After having attained enough)
credits so that he can complete
course work and residence requirements for a college degree in 6
months or less, he is eligible to
apply for temporary duty at the
school of his choice.
If you think you have what it
takes to earn the silver wings of
an Air Force Navigator, see your
local Air Force Recruiter. Ask
him about Aviation Cadet Navigator training and the benefits
which are available to a flying
officer in the Air Force. Or fill in
and mail this coupon.
There's a place for tomorrow's
leaders on the -w- -y g~>*
Aerospace Team. I

Air Force

i

ble-bumble."

Seattlites again saw a cable
car on the street Oct. 2, 1940.
This time it wasn't transporting passengers, but advertising
the U of W- Idaho football

opportunity.

The best tobacco makes the best smoke! \
B.

J. Rejuoldt Tobacco Co.. WlßlUm-Salem,

N. C.
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MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
AVIATION CADET INFORMATION
DEPT. SCOI
BOX 7608, WASHINGTON 4, D. C.
Iam between 19 and 26V2. a citizen
of the U. S. and a high school graduate
years of college. Please
with
on the
send me detailed information
Air Force Aviation Cadet program.

NAME
STREET
CITY
COUNTY

i
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STATE

Montana State, Chieftains Vie
Although the 'Cat' five is com-" ing and fine shooting. The rest Saturday. Don Ogorek, Jim|
paritively new, it boasts a tall,,I of the squad is primarily made Coleman and Dave Mills sparked
fast and agile squad. The big-■ up of underclassmen.
the team to 11 straight points Ogorek
Mills
gest threat is forward Larry
which brought the deficit to four Shaules
"

The second edition of operation 'home stand' will be pre-1
sented tomorrow night at Civic
when the Chieftains
ngle with the Montana State

«jditorium

Chaney who averaged over 21
points per game last season.

Bobcats.

IMPRESSIVE WINS
Tipoff time is 8 p.m.
Thus far in the season, Mon-■
Chiefs,
hot
on
the
trail
The
tana State has posted impresafter nudging Idaho State in
sive
wins over Oregon, Wyogunning
a 78-77 thriller, will be
ming,
Gonzaga and the Airf
eighth
win.
for their
Force. Their record on the season is 8-5, compared with the?
Chiefs' 7-6.
Chaney's merits include speedI
(9.8 hundred), good reboundsurge

--

Pups Pummel
Papooses, 75-66
strong

RA

-

second halt

the University of Washington Pups paved the way for a
75-66 win over the S.U. Papooses in prelude to the S.U.- 1
Idaho varsity game last Satur- j
day night.
Eddie Miles, S.U. freshman,!
topped all scorers with a 25
point performance. High for
the Pups was Dale Easley with
24.
The University of Washingn win puts the series which
gan in 1950 in an 8-7 edge
r theS.U. yearlings.
The two teams will meet
am tomorrow night in the
eliminary game to the Washgton-Oregon game in Edmundn Pavilion.

MONTANA STARTERS
The other forward is John
Bryant, 6-4, who was an ailAmerican junior college player
last season. The center is Bob
Bradley, a 6-6 sophomore. The
guards will be Andy Matson,
6-1, who laid out last season,
and either Jim Owens or Jim
Murphy, both 5-10.
During the season, the last
eight minutes of S.U.'s games
have been its Waterloo. Not so

&orfsSection
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PUPS (75)

te
4
7
8

loltz

;,,rell

Jasley
Sharp

3

'nrter

Jurks
ialborson
loss
June
rurley

6
0
0
0
1
0
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Richfield

i

Blrtles
Dickinson
Riscland

13 383 215 280 981

1001 E. PINE
Gil's first in Seattle with 19c Hamburgers
24c Cheeseburgers

-

-

BEVERAGES PIZZA FISH & FRIES
And Now Featuring Colonel Sanders' Recipe

Kentucky Fried Chicken

Scientists!

I Forward
to
FpTi

>ersonal louls: Pups il8>: Hoist 2,
■nil 'I. Euley 1. Stmrp 2. Porter '2.
rks 1 Bone 3. Papooses (IB); Miles
Duiutorf 4. DAmico 2. Tresvant 3.

Joe Sheriff's

Tyler
Stepan

We're Poking

Totals
26 14 66
29 17 7?>i
score: Papooses 39. Pups .'iO.
(111i
Pups
■r*e
throws missed:
-rell 2. Easley :i. Sharp 2. Porter 1.
Ie 1. Curley 1. Papooses (6): Miles 1.
1, Kavanston 2. Plunkett 2. Tresvant

Ilaftlme

Cousins
Plasecki
Coleman
Stautz

gms. fg it pf tp avg.
12 77 63 43 217 18.08
13 69 48 28 186 14.31
13 53 22 38 128
9&5
13 43 17 43 103 7.92
13 27 10 27 64 -1.92
8 26 3 21 55 6.88
13 17 9 10 43 3.07
8 16 1 IS 33 4.13
9 9 10 6 28 3.11
8 6 5 6 17 2.13
4 2 14 5 1.25
1.(10
4 12 3 4

GIL'S HAMBURGERS

Engineers!

| PAPOOSES (66)
fg ft tp
ft tpi
12iDynes
4
10 2
10 5 25
1 ir>(Miles
3 0 6
8 24jDunston
4 3 1
4 UJiDAmico
2 0 4
0 12|Plunkett
2 1 r>
0 OTresvHnt
0 3 3
0 OKresky
OlKavanaugh
2 0 4
0
0 2iDraylon
2 2 6
0|
0

Totals

6

points, 64-60.
Ogorek produced his biggest
point total of the season with
34 digits. He upped his average
to 18 points per game.
Here are the latest individual
statistics including the Idaho
game:

STATISTICS

K/l

Xl C-r

v*ik 7

II
1

MOTOR TUNE UP

ELECTRICAL

-

LIGHT REPAIR
LUBRICATION BRAKES

11th & E. Madison
Across from Chieftain

Last year we had the pleasure of meeting many
engineering and science seniors during our visit
to the campus. As a result of our discussions, a
gratifying number chose to join our company,
We'll be back on the dates below, and this
notice is your invitation to come in and see us.
If you're interested injoining a company that's
a leader in fields-with-a-future, you'll be interested in the advantages Boeing can offer you.
Boeingis in volume production of Bomarc, the
nation's longest range defense missile, and is a
prime contractor on Minuteman, an advanced
solid-propellant intercontinental ballistic missile

MIKE BUCKLEY
1101 E. Spring

EA 3-4968

PROVIDENT MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company
of Philadelphia

ma physics, advanced propulsion systems, and

space flight.
Expanding programs offer exceptional career
opportunities to holdersof 8.5., M.S. and Ph.D.
degrees in aeronautical,mechanical,civil (structures), electrical electronic and welding engineering, and in engineering mechanics, engineering physics as well as in mathematics and
physics. At Boeingyou'll work in a small group
where individual ability and initiative get plenty
of visibility. You'll enjoy many other advansystem.
tages, including an opportunity to take graduate
Boeing is also the nation's foremost designer studies at company expense to help you get
and builder of multi-jet aircraft. Production in- ahead faster.
eludes eight-jet B-52G missile bombers, KC-135
We hope you'll arrange an interview through
jet transport-tankers andthe famous Boeing 707 your Placement Office. We're looking forward
to meeting you.
jet airliner.

Get out from under the avalanche;
don't put off yourcareer planning
'til graduation time.
Provident Mutual offers college
men excellent opportunities in
life insurance sales and sales
management with a training program that's tops in the business.
What's more, you can get started
now, while you're still in school.
We'll be glad to answer your
questions about a career in life
insurance. Telephone or stop by
to see us.

Research projects at Boeing include celestial
mechanics, solid state physics, nuclear and plas-

THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
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Trees, Htous Edis Head

S.U. to Pick Intramural Standings
Team for
play
success
Johnny
Tournament
charge
in
bowling

The Intramural Basketball program swings into its second
thus far
half of
next week. The program has been a
Kootnekoff, but urges that more students
said chairman
the gym. He stated there is no
attend the games held
for these contests.
Roll-offs to pick a
team for the Annual Games Today's games pit the IGP's Jerry McCarthy with 12 points
Meet to be held at the Univer- with the Goinkers while the respectively.
sity of Washington are currently LMOC and ROTC clash in the
In action yesterday, the Trees
being staged among S.U. keg- second game.
crushed California Plus, 59-31.
lers.
MENEHUNES TRIUMPH
Sonny Norris paced the Trees
Six bowlers will represent S.
Monday, the Menehunes with 12 points. Four of ..the
Last
draws
U. in the tourney which
edged the LMOC, 29-28. The Trees' squad hit in double figcolleges from the Northwestern
captured the thriller ures.
Menehunes
states of Washington, Idaho, in the last seconds of the fray. The ARC IV whipped Xavier
Nevada.
Canada
is
Montana and
Little Louis Cozzetti of LMOC Hall 37-33, in the second game.
also represented.
was the top scorer with 18
Keglers who average 170 points. California Plus trimmed American League
National League
among
and
better
are
W L
W L
games
36-30 in the second Iluos Edis
the
Mafia
2
1
Trees
2 0
those who will be considered. gameof the afternoon.
IOTC
I 0 Ooinkere
1 0
yesterday
,MOC
In bowling action
1 1 Cal. Plus
2 1
Tuesday, Jan. 19, the Blue LRC IV
1 1 Blue Banjo
1 1
Dino Favro rolled both high selenehunes
1
1
IGP's
0
2
IGP's,
21-16. I'Kndiirman
ries, 613, and high game, 252. Banjo tripped the scoring
efA
well
distributed
captured
high
Marilyn Englund
way for the winseries with 526 while Grace Or- fort paved the
ners.
180,
in
game,
high
rolled
chard
—
the women's division.
In the second game, the Htuos
TOUCHES Say Jim Coleman (34) and Don Ogorek who
Ray Sandegren leads in over- Edis conquered the Wondermen,
are stretching for the basketball in last Saturday's game
all averages with 179, followed 53-32. The Htuos Edis showed
with Idaho University.
atmight
in a balanced
by Mark Hanses, 176, Fr. Wel- their
was
ler- S.J.,175, and Favro,174.The tack. Leading point getterdigits
Elbow Benders lead the league Frank Michael with 13
The S.U. Sailing Club won
followed by Don Conners and
withan 11-1record.
third place in the regatta last
weekend, sponsored by the University of British Columbia.
U.B.C. took first place, while
Don Ogorek hit 16 foul shots the story of the Chiefs win. S.U.
the U. of W. placed second and and one bull's-eye in S.U.s fren- |was pathetically tight in the
the University of Puget Sound zied, 78-77 overtime victory over early minutes. They eked out a
placed fourth.
the Idaho Vandals last Saturday meager four points in the first
nine minutesof play.They trailClear skies and fair winds at evening at Civic Auditorium.
ed
41-30 at the half and were
"Ox"
made
of
his
every
one
Jericho Bay, off the Royal VanSPECIALIST IN ITALIAN FOOD
charity tosses, but 15 points down, 64-49, with
team's
couver Yacht Club, combined to
remaining in the
showed even greateraccuracy in eight minutes
give the teams one of the finest deliberately bouncing a foul at- game.
The Ogorek-Coleman maneudays of racing in many seasons. tempt off the rim and into the
After a hard day of team rac- hands of teammate, Jim Cole- ver finally caught Idaho at the
then edged the wire, 70-70. But three-and-a-half
ing, all attending members of man. Colemanbucket
to tie the minutes of the overtime period
ball into the
the clubs were invited to a score at 70-70 as regulationtime was gone before Seattle led for
champagneparty where the win- ran out.
the first time in the game, 76MA 4-6313
718 PIKE STREET
75. With S.U. behind again, 77ners were presented with their When asked about the bull's- 76,
Tim Cousins hit a 15-foot
trophies.
. eye play, Ogorek said he had jumper
with 15 seconds left to
thing
high
same
in
done
the
Jerry O'Hogan, commodoreof
contest.
win
the
school.
He
had
told
his
teamthe S.U. club", reports that the
—
In those final 15 seconds,
mates
to
his
foul
shots
prior
teams are practicing at every
however, an Idaho player had a
available opportunity to sharpen that he would attempt such a chance to win the game with
Actually,
hoping
he
was
to
play.
their tactics and prepare for an
two foul shots. He went nothing
assault on the Northwest Cham- bounce the ball back to himself, for two.
that
Coleman
and
pionship. The U. of W. will hold but realized
The unusual game provided a
the Northwest Yacht Racing As- Dave Mills were both in good variety of basketballmaneuvers:
to
the
ball.
snag
position
Championships
Feb.
sociation
the zone defense, stalls, and deIncidentally, Idaho State used liberate
20.
offense by Idaho; fast
Those persons wishing to view the same trick in their game breaks and powerful rebounding
S.U.s team in action will find against S.U. Jan. 13.
by Seattle.
Ogorek's rim-ricochet was
them at 10 a.m., Feb. 20, at the
angle
in
not the only unusual
U. of W. boat house.
■

II

S.U. Sailing Club
Comes In Third
At B.C. Regatta

S.U.s Conquest Provides
Variety of Top Thrills

LUIGIS PIZZA
orders to go

.
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TOUR PRICE-ONLY

"

pl1

KAUFER
CO.
CATHOLIC GIFT

HEADQUARTERS
1904 FOURTH AYE.

THE ORIGINAL COLLEGE TOUR TO HAWAII

—

Price includes itearmhtp travel to Hawaii, return to West Coast via
scheduled airline*, living accommodations, and all major sightseeing
drives on Oahu Circle Island, Mt. Tantalus, Kolto Head, Peart Harbor,
and City Tour, It also includes an extensive beach program a catamaran cruise, outrigger canoe rides, glais bottom boat excursions, and
a viiit to the aquarium. Social events highlight the tour. These include
introduction parties where new friends are met, welcome dinner and
floor show at Hawaiian Village Tapa Room, fashion show dinner at
Reef Hotel, a special "Night in Japan" party, formal dinner dance and
floor show at Royal Hawaiian Hotel, and farewell "luau" native feast
at Queen's Surf
to all which events military officers and college men
are invited. Beach dressing rooms and lockers are provided, major
movies weekly, tips, transfers, and many other extras are also covered
by tour price. Round trip steamship travel is available at adjusted

—

—
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Itfs a puzzlement:
When you'reold enough to go to college,
you're old enough to go out with girls. When
you're old enough to go out with girls, who needs

. college?Oh well, there's always Coke.

BE REALLY REFRESHED

tour

rates.

1. WILCOX HALL, CAMPUS RESIDENCE: Thli

it Hawaii

R.,id.n» is In b.ach hat.!
Waikiki. Includes complete hotel service, plus kitchen
maid service, etc. University enrollment is optional.
Separate tour units for college girls, young school teachers, and other
adults. Tour price only $569 plus $10 tax.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION,CONSULT:
apartments at
facilities, daily
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Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola Company by

Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Seattle. Washington

HOWARD TOURS, INC.
578 Grand Avenue

Oakland 10, California

HOLY CROSS
Need More

. . Many More

Teaching Brothers
High School and
University Levels
Tor information, contact:

Director of Vocations
BROTHER GILBERT BURKE, C.S.C
NOTRE DAME HIGH SCHOOL
13685 Riverside Dr., Sherman Oaks, Cat.

original

college tour. It is an educational-social program requiring University
of Hawaii summer session enrollment. For college girls only. Tour price
as indicated above.

2. APARTMENT RESIDENCE AT WAIKIKI:
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TIME OUT 'Clean Gene'
(Ed Barr) takes a snooze
between takes of the saga
of the great Alaskan Gold
Rush.
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Klondike Gold'

Lil.
SHE'S IMPRESSED
the 'Shady Lady' (Mary
Vitzthum). gets the feel of
Pete the Miner's beard. Jay
Brower plays Pete. Minnie
(Mary Noel Keough) looks
on with awe.

"KLONDIKE GOLD." S.U.s homecoming variety show, will be highlighted by an all-student silent movie, a melodrama of Dirty Dan
and the Lady Known as Lil. To be shown Feb. 1. the movie was
filmed last Sunday at the Blue Banjo Inn on First Avenue. The pictures here show some of the scenes of the cast in action. The script
was written by Don Doub. S.U. senior. The motion picture was directed by Bill Taylor, S.U. alumnus.
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SOMETHING'S CROOKED

Things aren't exactly on
the up and up as a couple
of the dance hall girls get
a 'hand into the game.
Clockwise from the top.
cast are: Mike Kirk. Pat
McDonald, Joe Demo. Jim
Zielinski. Jane Drong and
1

Larry

Jesenko.

—
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'Dirty Dan'
AHHHH!
(Jerry Lavell) turns in
agony after being shot in
the back by Lil the "Shady
Lady.Minnie stands terrorstricken.

{Author of "I Was a Teen-ageDwarf", "The Many
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)

HAIL TO THE DEAN!
Today let us examine that much maligned,widely misunderstood, grossly overworked, wholly dedicated campus figure—
the dean.
The dean (from the Latin deancre— to expel)is not, as many
think, primarily a disciplinary officer. He is a counselor and
guide, a haven and refuge for the troubledstudent. The dean
(from theGreek deanos— to skewer) is characterized chiefly by
sympathy, wisdom, patience, forbearance, and a fondness for
homely pleasures like barn-raisings, gruel, spelldowns, and
MarlboroCigarettes. The dean (from the German dsangemacht
—to poop a party)is fond of Marlborosforthe samereason that
allmen of good will are fond of Marlboros— because Marlboro
is an honest cigarette. Those bettermakin's are honestly better,
honestly aged to the peak of perfection,honestly blended for
the best of all possible flavors. The filter honestly filters.
Marlboro honestly comes in two different containers— a soft
pack which is honestly soft, and a flip-top box which honestly
flips. You too will flip when next you try an honest Marlboro,
which, one honestly hopes, will be soon.
But Idigress. We were learning how a dean helps undergraduates.To illustrate,let us take a typical case from the files
(Oh, why
of Dean S
of the University of V
be so mysterious? The dean's nameis Sigafoos and the University is Yutah.)

Wise, kindly Dean Sigafoos was visited one dny by a freshman named Walter Aguincourt who came to ask permission to
marry one Emma Blenheim, his dormitory laundress. To the
dean the marriage seemed ill-advised, for Walter was only 18
and Emma was 91. Walter agreed, butsaid he felt obligatedto
go through with it because Emma had investedher life savings
in a transparent rain hood to protect her from the mist at
Niagara Falls where they planned to spend their honeymoon.
What use, asked Walter, would the poor woman have for a rain
hood in Yutah? The wise, kindly dean pondered briefly and
came up with an answer: let Walter punch holes in the back of
Emma's steam iron; with steam billowingback at the old lady,
she would find a rain hood very useful possibly even essential.
Whimpering with gratitude, Walter kissed the dean's Phi
Beta Kappa key and hastened away to follow his advice which,
itpleasures me to report, solved matters brilliantly.
TodayEmma is a happy woman— singing lustily,wearingher
rain hood, eating soft-center chocolates, and ironing clothes—
twice as happy, to be candid, thanif she had married Walter.
And Walter? He is happy too. Freed from his liaison with
Enmia, he married a girl much nearer his own age Agnes
Yucca, 72. Walter is now the proud father stepfather, to be
perfectlyaccurate of three fine healthyboys fromAgnes's first
marriage Everett, 38; Willem, 43; and Irving, 55— and when
Walter puts the boysinEton collarsand takes themfor a stroll
in the park on Sunday afternoons, you may be sure thereis not
a dry eye in Yutah.
And Dean Sigafoos? He too is happy
happyto spendlong, tiring daysinhis littleoffice, givingcounsel
without stint and without complaint, doing his bit to set the
young, uncertain feet of his charges on the path to a brighter
@) 1800 Mm Sliulmsn
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We don't say that Marlboro is the dean of filter cigarettes,
but it's sure at the headof the class. Try some or if you
prefer mildness without filters, try popular Philip Morris
from the same makers.

